
 

 

 

 

NEW PRICE LIST JULY 2019 

PHOTOGRAPHY Get your listing noticed!  

Wide-Angle full frame 20-30 high resolution photographs of the property sent via WeTransfer email link.  

$95 + g.s.t 

SOCIAL VIDEO Something for your socials!  

First you get Wide-Angle full frame 20-30 high resolution photographs of the property sent via WeTransfer 

email link. 

We then film highlights around the house that you would like to focus on including one drone clip. Subtitles 

are added for more information. This is then set to royalty-free music for you to post with your listing and 

social channels like Facebook & Instagram. Video length is 30-45sec long.   

See an example here… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jtm1_-caFzU 

$195 + g.s.t  

FEATURE VIDEO Perfect for a large property/farm! 

First you get Wide-Angle full frame 20-30 high resolution photographs of the property sent via WeTransfer 

email link. 

We then film highlights around the house that you would like to focus on.  

Drone work around the whole property.  

Subtitles are added for more information. This is then set to royalty-free music for you to post with your listing 

and social channels like Facebook & Instagram. Video length is 1-2min long.   

$250 + g.s.t 

DESIGN YOUR OWN  

Want to showcase a bit of everything including voice-work? No worries! Get in contact and let us know what 

you are wanting, and we can come up with a package and price that suits you and your listing.  

 

 

 

 

More Info: Videos: 48hrs delivery and Photos: 24hrs delivery (if you need it sooner a speed fee may apply). 

Filming and photography are subject to weather conditions or if the properties are located within the flight 

path. A fight plan can be submitted to the local city council. Approval can take up to 3 days. We always operate 

safely and legally. Mileage is charged out of Invercargill 80c per km. If you request a second trip to the 

property a call out fee of $40 applies.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jtm1_-caFzU

